
Travel Tales: 

Writing our Journeys Near & Far
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 Write what should not be forgotten.
     --Isabel Allende

Everyone who travels or lives cross-culturally has a story...or two...or twenty.
Everyone has a place in the past--a grandmother's kitchen, treehouse, maybe
a precious moment not so long ago-- where there was joy, growth, adventure...
rest, beauty, or love. Everyone needs an escape sometime to his or her
"Happy Place." Maybe now more than ever. 

Whether you're a novice writer or pro honing your craft, welcome into a
community of explorers where you will create a souvenir-- a remembrance-- of
a time too precious to forget. Together we will craft compelling travel tales--
personal narratives that inspire and transport the group--by capturing the
essence of place, telling our best stories, and sharing takeaways from our
experiences.

We'll analyze works of master travel writers who infused elements
of journalism, personal essay, narrative, and poetic prose. We'll nurture
curiosity and creativity with artist play dates, practice journaling and photo
walks for recording future adventures, and excavate treasures now from our
own backyards. You'll be given tools to draft and revise and feedback
from one another throughout the process. As Dr. Seuss said: "Oh the places
you (we) will go!" 

 
  

                                                                                           

ABOUT THE INSTRUCTOR                                                                                 

Cindy McCain is a university writing instructor, journalist, and travel blogger.
Her publications include travel guides for SheKnows.com and StyleBlueprint.
Her Southern Girl Gone Global was named a Top 30 Baby Boomer Travel Blog
to Watch in 2020, a Top 50 Travel Blog of 2016 in the UK, and has been
featured by US News and World Report, Orbitz, and Expedia. A former expat
who has lived in Morocco and The Dominican Republic and traveled to 25+ 
 countries, she partners with travel brands and tourism boards to transport
readers across four continents and the Caribbean. She is recipient of the
Community and Journalism Award from the Nashville Area Hispanic Chamber
of Commerce and has taught at Nashville's The Porch. Passion projects
include a memoir, a new YouTube and podcast series, Travel People: Living
Authentic Lives, Finding Kindred Spirts, Fulfilling Dreams, and the launch
of Journaling the Journey Writing Retreats in Morocco and Spain in 2021.

https://cindymccain.photoshelter.com/

